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	Comprehensively covers the key technologies for the development of tactile perception in minimally invasive surgery


	Covering the timely topic of tactile sensing and display in minimally invasive and robotic surgery, this book comprehensively explores new techniques which could dramatically reduce the need for invasive procedures. The tools currently used in minimally invasive surgery (MIS) lack any sort of tactile sensing, significantly reducing the performance of these types of procedures. This book systematically explains the various technologies which the most prominent researchers have proposed to overcome the problem. Furthermore, the authors put forward their own findings, which have been published in recent patents and patent applications. These solutions offer original and creative means of surmounting the current drawbacks of MIS and robotic surgery.


	Key features:-

	
		Comprehensively covers topics of this ground-breaking technology including tactile sensing, force sensing, tactile display, PVDF fundamentals
	
		Describes the mechanisms, methods and sensors that measure and display kinaesthetic and tactile data between a surgical tool and tissue
	
		Written by authors at the cutting-edge of research into the area of tactile perception in minimally invasive surgery
	
		Provides key topic for academic researchers, graduate students as well as professionals working in the area
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The Practice of Prolog (Logic Programming)MIT Press, 1990

	The raison d'etre of this book is to encourage programmers to use Prolog in

	their day-to-day work. Personally, I find the language exciting to use, and wish

	to share the excitement with others. More pragmatically, I have seen how certain

	moderately-sized pieces of software are far easier to write in Prolog than in any

	other...
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Web Security, Privacy and Commerce, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The [bookmark: idx1]World Wide Web has changed our world. More than half the people in the United States now use the Web on a regular basis. We use it to read today's news, to check tomorrow's weather, and to search for events that have happened in the distant past. And increasingly, the Web is the focus of the 21st century...
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Distributed Multimedia Retrieval Strategies for Large Scale Networked SystemsSpringer, 2005
Several works on multimedia storage appear in literature today, but very little if any, have been devoted to handling long duration video retrieval, over large scale networks. Distributed retrieval of multimedia documents, especially the long duration documents, is an imperative step in rendering high-quality, high-fidelity, and cost-effective...
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Samsung Galaxy S5 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Explore Samsung's next generation Galaxy smartphone


	Do you want an easy-to-follow guide to everything your new Galaxy S5 smartphone can do? From the basics of texting and accessing the Internet to the most advanced features and new software apps, Samsung Galaxy S5 For Dummies makes the need for tech support...
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What the Face Reveals: Basic and Applied Studies of Spontaneous Expression Using the Facial Action Coding SystemOxford University Press, 2005
"What the Face Reveals dramatically illustrates the value of precise measurement of facial behavior in illuminating an impressive range of issues in basic and applied research. The chapters present innovative state-of-the-art applications of facial measurement, and the commentaries by authors and editors greatly enrich the readers experience....
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Electromagnetic Compatibility EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Praise for Noise Reduction Techniques IN electronic systems
    "Henry Ott has literally 'written the book' on the subject of EMC. . . . He not only knows the subject, but has the rare ability to communicate that knowledge to others."
    Ð²Ð‚”EE Times    

    Electromagnetic Compatibility Engineering is a...
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